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TABLE TENNIS TENNIS DE TABLE 

Board of Directors Meeting - (By ZOOM) 

Thursday, 3 February 2022, 7:30 pm (Ottawa time) 

MINUTES 

1. Roll Call 
In attendance: 

Rob Chan Vice President  
Najam Chishti Vice President   
Thorsten Gohl Vice President 
Peter Isherwood Athlete Representative 
Chandra Madhosingh Vice President   
Attila Mosonyi  Vice President   
Adham Sharara Chair & President 
 
Invited to attend:  

Julia Charbonneau Chair, Gender Equity & Equality Committee 
Julie Forget Marketing & Communications Consultant 
Marles Martins Technical Development Manager 
Melanie Ostashek Operations Manager 
Dejan Papic High Performance Consultant 

  
Shawn Patriquin “THEY Integrated” – Brand and Web design (Agenda items 3.1 & 3.2) 

 
2. Approval of Minutes of 16 December 2021 

• There was one error (date) in the final distributed Minutes. The correction was made, and the 
corrected Minutes were posted to the website (EN and FR). 

• The President signed the corrected Minutes. 

3. Re-branding  
• Shawn Patriquin introduced himself to the Board and provided a brief background of his 

company, “THEY Integrated”. 

• To those who had not met her yet, the President introduced Julie Forget of Fortius 
Communications. 

3.1 New Logo, new image (presentation) 

• The President explained the criteria which were given for the design of the new logo: 
simple, uncluttered, red hues, TT symbol (Racket), Canada symbol (Maple Leaf), easy to 
use for different applications. 

• The President provided a detailed explanation about logos and identification of sports 
through their branding, from the very famous to the relatively unknown. He also explained 
that Shawn Patriquin will be presenting 2 variations, and we will rely on Julie Forget’s 
experience to advise the Board on which variation to select. 

• Shawn Patriquin of “THEY Integrated Inc.” made a detailed presentation (Brand deck) to 
the Board with two designs (one concept, plus one variation) for a new logo as part of the 
TTCAN rebranding. Shawn explained the advantages of the presented logos for a variety 
of applications. 
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• Julie Forget (Fortius Communications), provided her opinion and her preference to choose 
Option 2, which included a depiction of a moving TT ball across the blade of the racket.  

• Board members provided their opinions, one by one, and provided input to be used to 
modify the design.  

• Adham Sharara asked the Board to provide their further input to him by e-mail over the 
weekend so that modifications could be made ASAP next week. The urgency is due to the 
new National Team uniform to be ordered before 15 February 2022 from DHS and Nittaku. 

• The president explained that a TTCAN logo will become important when the organisation 
itself (TTCAN) becomes popular. He stated that the logo does not “make” the organisation, 
it’s the organisation that “makes” the logo. He hoped that as TTCAN grows and becomes 
more important so will its symbol. 

 
1-BoD-03.02.2022 
 
Moved by:   Najam Chishti Seconded by:  Rob Chan 
 
That the new TTCAN Logo presented by “THEY Integrated Inc.” and “Fortius Communications” be 
accepted in principle pending final input from the Board, and launched publicly at the same time as the 
new website design. 
  Unanimous 

 
3.2 Website design (process) 

• Once the new logo selected, the website design will start. Julie, on behalf of TTCAN, will 
work closely with Shawn on the new design. 

• All current menu and sub-menu items will be preserved but presented differently (less 
clutter). 

• A Working Group of Julie, Shawn and an athlete representative will receive periodic reports 
from Shawn Patriquin for input and phase-by-phase approval. 

• Once the design of the website is in its final phase, Shawn or Julie will present it to the 
Board. 

• The launch and announcement of the new logo and the new web-design as part of the 
rebranding will be done at the same time (once website is ready) and is the first step to 
making presentations to new sponsors. 

 
3.3 TTCAN Social Media platforms  

• Julie Forget (Fortius Communications) will prepare a Social Media plan and process, with 
the objective of engaging and increasing the followers and the “Likes” (Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter). TTCAN is currently 27th amongst national sports associations in 
social media presence, the goal is to be in the top 10.  

4. Finances 
4.1 Recovery Fund (Sport Canada) 2021-22 and 2022-23 

• Rob Chan reported on the state of TTCAN’s finances and indicated that he had sent 
financial statements to the Board the previous day showing where TTCAN stands 
financially at the end of January.  

• Rob Chan summarized by giving an overall snapshot. We are at 83% of the financial year, 
with 91.5% of the budgeted income achieved, and 85% of the budgeted expenses realized. 
This produces a net profit of $87,000 on 31 January 2022. However, there are still 2 months 
of expenses ahead of us. TTCAN is on track to meet the $30,000 profit on 31 March 2022. 

• An update of the National Team expenses will be sent to Dejan Papic the next day. 

• We have received verbal confirmation that 80% of our application for the 2021-22 Recovery 
Fund has been accepted. This includes the Marketing & Communications position, all extra 
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National Team expenses caused by the pandemic (as prepared by Melanie), extra 
Canadian Championships expenses (Covid-19 protocols), Rating income compensation, 
etc. 

• Once the Recovery Fund is received, some adjustments to the distribution may be made. 

• For the 2022-23 Recovery Fund, we will probably be informed of the outcome of our 
application in May 2022 (hopefully). 

4.2 Financial Statements: Actuals vs Budget 2021-22 

• Rob Chan sent to the Board the TTCAN financials to 31 January 2022 including a year-to-
date “Actual vs Budget”. More detailed information was sent, as usual, to the TTCAN Audit 
and Finance Committee. 

4.3 “Community Sport for All Initiative” – Sport Canada 
• A new funding and development initiative from Sport Canada “CSAI” at the community level 

will be launched for the 2022-23 financial year. If we apply successfully for funding, we may 
need a new part-time staff member to administer this program, provided that within the 
funding application we can apply for the salary of the new employee. 

• The president will meet with Sport Canada to get more information. 

4.4 Safety in Sport funding 2022-23 
• Sport Canada is continuing its financial support for Safety in Sport including “concussion 

prevention” and “Maltreatment prevention”. The deadline to apply is 15 February 2022.  

• The president updated the Board regarding the appointment of the SDRCC as the national 
mechanism to deal with complaints of maltreatment in Sports. If the SDRCC becomes in 
fact the independent 3rd party, then TTCAN would not need to pay a lawyer for this service 
as is currently the case.  

4.5 Gender Equity funding 
• As previously reported, Sport Canada will end the funding for GE on 31 March 2022. 

However, there is a movement to pressure the government into extending the funding. A 
special meeting with NSOs will take place on 4 February 2022 to discuss the strategy to 
extend the funding. 

• TTCAN may also use part of the 2022-23 Recovery Fund to maintain the momentum 
generated by the GE Committee.  

5. Marketing & Communications future plans (information) 
• The President will work with Julie Forget to establish a short-term Marketing strategy with the 

main goal of finding new sponsors and re-activating past sponsors. The implementation will start 
as soon as the TTCAN “new look” is ready (logo and rebranding) and the social media plan is 
started. 

• Initially “friendly sponsors” will be approached, which means those with whom the President 
already has contact from the past. Then later, as the TTCAN visibility and social media presence 
increases, then presentations would be made to “new” sponsors. In the meantime, TTCAN must 
build its “products” such as the national team Canadian Championships, etc., step by step. 

• Julie Forget made a detailed presentation outlining 5 Communications Goals and 4 Marketing 
Goals (attached). These goals will be converted into a workplan for Julie to follow with timelines 
set by her. 

6. Follow-up: Committees Restructure 2022-23 

• The Committees’ restructure has not started yet due to lack of time. The review of some 
committees will start with ParaTT, URC and HPC with changes to be made within the 2022-23 
year.  
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• In ParaTT’s case the budget for 2022-23 will be much lower than the current year, which 
benefitted from a carry-over of funds from the previous year due to the pandemic. Therefore, the 
structure and budget for 2022-23 must be reviewed. 

• Regarding the TTCAN URC, the President expressed his disappointment with the low number of 
new certified officials (Umpires and Referees) at the national level. The new URC plan must 
address this issue and certification of umpires and referees must be a priority to increase the 
numbers and to have more Canadian officials ready for international certification. 

• The HP Commission will also be reviewed to avoid any perception of conflict of interest and to 
catch up with participation in international competitions due to the pandemic.  

7. Coaching Development plan update 
• Thorsten Gohl and Marles Martins provided a detailed report of the Coaching development plan 

and activities. Thorsten Gohl as Chair of the committee has received input to the proposed plan 
and adjustments are made accordingly. 

• Coaching course will start in March 2022. The number of certified coaches will be increased to 
1,000 according to the plan. An advertisement will be taken in a magazine which is distributed to 
all school teachers. 

• Coaching “Professional Development” sessions will be provided. Marles Martins explained the 
process and all the information will be distributed to the member associations. There will be 12 
sessions per year. These sessions will allow the coaches to gather points towards certification 
activity requirements. 

• The president stressed the point that TTCAN needs to certify as many coaches as possible. 
Large number of certified coaches is necessary now, then quality will come next. 

• Julie Forget offered her help regarding promoting coaching certification based on her previous 
experience when she worked at the Coaching Association. 

8. Canada Winter Games update  

• The Table Tennis CWG Technical Package is ready and is posted to TTCAN’s website. 

• It was explained that the equipment issue for the CWG is not yet resolved. TTCAN needs a 
purchase order from the host CWG-PEI to order all the equipment for the Games. Due to the 
limited CWG budget, some of the equipment (surrounds and floor) would be rented rather than 
bought by the CWG host. 

• Thorsten Gohl explained that the wooden floor at the Summerside venue will be extended, which 
will provide for more room for the competition and practice tables. 

• Najam Chishti provided an update regarding the Test Event, which will be a local PEI event to be 
held in Summerside. A site visit will be scheduled soon. 

9. 2022 WTTC (Teams) postponement & ITTF AGM Delegates 
• The ITTF announced the postponement of the 2022 World Championships previously scheduled 

for April 2022 in Chengdu, China. The new dates will be announced in a few weeks. 

• Chengdu is also the host of the University Games to be held in June/July, with the table tennis 
event ending on 4 July 2022. 

• Once the dates of the WTTTC are known, then an adjustment to our national events may be 
necessary (selection tournaments, etc.). 

• Adham will discuss with Dejan, Marles and OTTA the possible schedule for the Canadian 
Championships in Toronto to avoid any possible clashes. 

• The president received 3 nominations for the TTCAN delegates for the ITTF’s AGM, which will 
be held at the same time as the WTTTC in Chengdu. 
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2-BoD-03.02.2022  
 
Moved by:   Chandra Madhosingh Seconded by:   Peter Isherwood 
 
That Rob Chan and Najam Chishti represent TTCAN at the 2022 ITTF Annual General Meeting as 1st and 
2nd delegates respectively. 
  Unanimous 

10. National Team selection tournament – new date 

• Dejan Papic explained that the National Team Selection Tournament planned for 7-9 January 
2022 was postponed due to the closing of the gyms by the provincial government because of the 
pandemic. The new date for the national team selection tournament is 25-27 March 2022, 
pending confirmation from the Boucherville TT Club of the availability of the venue.  The date will 
be announced to all concerned. 

• A back-up plan is to secure the same date at a club in the Toronto area in case Boucherville is 
not available. 

• The priority will be for the Men and Women singles for the Commonwealth Games selection. The 
age group events will not be held or may be reduced in number. 

• The Gender Equity special program which was following the selection tournament will also be 
rescheduled. The GE Committee will decide the new date. 

11. Other  
11.1 Alberta TTA  

• Rob Chan explained the suggestion made by Ron Edwards to resolve the issue in the 
ATTA through a mediation.  

• Adham Sharara also informed the Board that a letter from a lawyer representing Peter 
Vuong’s group was received suggesting some steps to resolve the issue in ATTA.  

• If TTCAN is to have any involvement it must be with the agreement and cooperation of 
the Alberta government and both groups must be treated fairly.  

11.2 Ping-Pong Diplomacy 
• Chandra Madhosingh proposed that a celebration take place in 2023 for the 50th 

anniversary of the Canadian Junior Team touring China in 1973, which was an extension 
to the 1971 Ping-Pong diplomacy.  

• Adham Sharara informed the Board about the documentary produced by the National 
Film Board of Canada (NFB) covering the tour of the Canadian juniors. It was noted that 
Chandra Madhosingh was the coach of the team during the tour. 

• This item is for information only; decisions and suggestions will be made at a future Board 
meeting. 

12. Next Board meeting date: Thursday, 10 March 2022 

13. Adjournment:  

• There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 9:40 pm (Ottawa time). 

 

________________________________ 

Meeting Chair, Adham Sharara 


